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Abstract
Math metacognition is on the rise. There is an increase in focusing student thought on the
process of computation and problem solving. This study examined what happened when math
talks were conducted in a general education second-grade classroom and if students’ perceptions
of math changed after they participated in math talks. The researcher’s purpose was to more fully
understand students’ thoughts related to math. The data was collected through student interviews,
student surveys, and researcher observational field notes. Then, the data was analyzed through
coding using the constant comparative method and frequency counts. The main themes to
emerge from the data were student identification of problem-solving strategies in math, math
within community, and student emotional responses to math.
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Math Talks: Focusing on Student Thought in a Second-Grade Classroom
“That’s not the right way! I want to do it the right way!” screamed Rodger (all names
have been replaced with pseudonyms). It was the beginning of a Friday morning, and students
were in the process of taking their math unit test. Rodger typically completed math related tasks
with ease. Moments before his outburst I noticed signs of approaching turmoil, a furrowed brow,
the telltale lip tremble, and pleading eyes glancing around the room. I quickly walked over to try
and reassure Rodger, but I was too late.
Rodger was solving the problem exactly how he was taught to. He had the correct process
and the correct answer, yet he was in full blown meltdown mode because he believed it to be
wrong. Educators, implore your imaginations to envision my situation as I tried my best to tell
Rodger he had the correct answer without actually telling him, seeing as it was an exam. There
was no hope. He had hit the proverbial wall. I failed Rodger, but not because I was unsuccessful
in calming him. I failed because he believed there was only one way to solve his problem and
because he could not directly recall that process from his memory, he was undoubtedly wrong.
Purpose
Throughout the field of education, teachers are coming to discover the importance of
relevant learning experiences for their students as opposed to contrived learning experiences
(Wakefield, 1997). These learning experiences have emerged through writer’s workshop, hands
on experimentation, and inclusive literature, to name a few. Math instruction, however, appears
to be stagnant. It continues to be worksheet after worksheet following a teacher led lesson.
Students are taught the formula, practice the formula, then regurgitate it on a test before moving
on to the next formula (Vula, Avdyli, Berisha, Saqipi, & Elezi, 2017). It does not matter if the
students know the why or how behind the formula, the important part is that they know how to
arrive at the answer. If there is a shift to emphasize importance directed towards the process,
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teachers can participate in more well-rounded instruction that students can carry with them
throughout life. One such instance in the adult world students may one day face is to apply for
some form of loan. If the students only focus on getting money, the end result, as opposed to
considering different interest rates or programs offered by the banks, the process, the students
will most likely not make the most informed decision possible. Teaching with a focus on
examining the processes needed in math demonstrates this real-world skill of examining the
“why” in order to make an informed decision on how to solve problems and if the answer is
logical.
In this study, I aimed to swap the focus of second-grade math instruction from productfocused to process-focused through the implementation of number talks. Math talks, or number
talks, are brief sessions consisting of games, problem solving tasks, or discussions in which
students thought processes are the key focus (Boaler, 2015). This study was conducted to answer
the following questions:
•

What happens when math talks are implemented in a second-grade classroom?
Sub Question: Do math talks influence students’ perceptions of math?
During the time of the study, I was a graduate student in my second semester of a

yearlong clinical teaching placement. I co-taught with a veteran teacher at Primrose Elementary
in a second-grade classroom that consisted of 20 students, 11 female and nine male. Of the
students, 75% were White, 15% were Hispanic, and 10% were of Mixed Race. For the 2018
school year the campus was rated as Met Standard according to state accountability. The campus
has a high attendance rate of 96.6%. Second-grade class sizes at this campus average to 19.6
students per classroom. The student population of the campus is made up of 56.4% White
students, 32.8% Hispanic students, 6.3% African-American students, and 3.9% two or more race
students. As a whole, 49.8% of the students are identified as economically disadvantaged, 6.9%
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of students are identified as special education students, and 3% are English language learners.
When compared to the district wide average, the Primrose Elementary campus has 24.6% less
students identified as economically disadvantaged than the other schools in this district, making
it one of the more socially affluent schools in the district. The mobility rate (10.9%) is also
considerably lower than the district wide average (21.8%).
Literature Review
Traditional methods for teaching math are heavily steeped in drilling, memorization, and
worksheets. However, there are many concepts children teach themselves through games and
sequencing activities prior to an academic introduction of the same concept (Wakefield, 1997).
There is an opportunity to use the self-taught concepts students bring with them to the classroom
and build upon them intentionally through a focus on instructional math games (Castellar, Van
Looy, Szmalec, & Marez, 2014). These games are often introduced following direct instruction
of a concept that is found within the game. The lesson becomes directions for the game as
opposed to a lecture. This format provides an opportunity for students to engage in math lessons
more willingly, as opposed to completing a task because it is expected of them to do so (Kosko
& Wilkins, 2015). The students take individual ownership of problem-solving skills needed to
complete the game which can result in increased student math autonomy (Wakefield, 1997).
In order for students to begin the journey to autonomy, they first need to understand their
own mathematical thought processes. Boaler (1998) describes mathematical autonomy as a selfdirected freedom and independence. One of the ways educators are encouraging this reflective
process for their students is through the strategy of number talks. A number talk usually consists
of the teacher posing a computation problem using two numbers, such as 20 + 13. The teacher
then asks the students to mentally solve the problem. Once students have had time to think they
report out their answers to the class while the teacher records each student’s process visually in
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front of the students (Boaler, 2015). In this way, the students learn to identify their individual
problem-solving processes while they are simultaneously being exposed to other strategies their
peers used. When educators engage in a variety of ways of teaching math, the students become
more flexible thinkers (Boaler, 1998). When teachers take the time to talk to their students about
math and the different ways they are arriving at their conclusions, they are afforded the
opportunity to provide instruction that is better suited to student needs based on the thoughts that
are expressed during the shared discussion time (Hallman-Thrasher, 2017).
By calling attention to student thought, the teacher is validating their inherent processing
tendencies. Once students begin this process of vocalizing their mental strategies, they can
become more conscious of their own understanding (Vula et al., 2017). With the increase of
vocalized student thoughts comes an increase in student vulnerability. The teacher must be
prepared to respond to inevitable wrong answers that will arise. The focus during math talks
should remain on student thought as the most critical aspect of reaching a solution even amongst
turmoil. Researchers have found that the best teacher redirections occur when the teacher does
not prepare answers based on anticipated misconceptions, but instead focuses on using
questioning directly related to students’ thought process (Hallman-Thrasher, 2017) acting as a
guide through the students’ minds as they travel to the answer. Because there are multiple routes
to every answer, the teacher cannot set out on a predetermined path without negating the
students’ individual struggles as they learn to recognize their own thinking (Ozsoy & Ataman,
2009).
Based on the existing research I developed what I have come to refer to as math talks.
These math talks include number talks as well as other elements such as games and problemsolving activities. There is research available regarding number talks and games in math
(Castellar et al., 2014), but there is not research focused on a more inclusive approach tied to
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incorporating multiple ways of approaching the teaching of math. I aim to take the more wellknown thought process associated with number talks and apply it to mathematical games and
problem solving in which the focus is on students understanding their own thought processes as
well as the differing processes of their peers. This developed autonomy of thought may then
carry over into other aspects of students’ lives as they learn to think about things from multiple
perspectives.
Methods
I was a graduate student completing my year-long clinical teaching experience in the
second-grade classroom where I conducted my action research project about math talks. While
conducting my research, I was both the researcher and teacher. Because of this, students were
familiar with my role in the classroom.
Participant Selection
The participants of this study consisted of one classroom of 20 second-grade students,
including nine boys and eleven girls. The racial composition of the class broke down into 15
White students, three Hispanic students, and two students of mixed race. In order to attain
consent, I sent home a parent information letter and consent form. The students were given an
assent form and asked to sign following an explanation of the study. Of the 20 students in the
class, 20 received parent consent and assented to participate in the study.
Data Collection
Each math talk followed a similar format. I called the students to the carpet and revealed
a mathematical prompt to be considered on the smartboard such as a number, riddle, number
sentence, grouping of objects, etc. Second, I collected some initial student thoughts about what
was shown, no instructions or leading, but simply hearing what immediately came to mind when
the students saw the board. Then I challenged them by asking questions that caused them to think
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deeper or consider a new way of thinking about the concept. I wrote down the students’ thoughts
in order to refer back to them. Finally, we looked at all of the different thoughts that came from
the same mathematical prompt. Throughout the math talk I praised all thought and rarely gave
attention to computational answers if one could be derived from the prompt. The focus of the
math talk was the importance of dwelling in the process.
Math talks were implemented in the classroom four days a week for three weeks. Data
was collected over a period of four weeks. Head notes and observational notes were recorded in
a notebook that was kept on hand at all times. Student thoughts during math talks as well as
relevant student conversations, stories, and reflections were recorded in the research notebook
throughout the day (Hendricks, 2017).
A survey over perceptions of math was given to all student participants prior to
implementation of the math talks. This survey consisted of eight questions to which the students
responded on a Likert scale (see Appendix A). From the students’ survey responses, I selected
three small groups of students to interview in a focus group setting. In order to select these
students, I used purposive sampling (Patton, 1990) and formed a focus group consisting of three
students who indicated they did not like math, three that indicated they were neutral, and three
that indicated they liked math. I then conducted semi structured focus group interviews with preplanned, open-ended questions (Hendricks, 2017) for approximately ten minutes before
implementation of the math talks. Following implementation, all participating students took an
identical survey as before implementation with an additional open-ended question. I also
conducted a second round of focus group interviews with the same students as before
implementation. Additional questions were asked in all focus group interviews depending on the
response of the participants. All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed.
Data Analysis
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The data was analyzed using the constant comparative method with initial coding
followed by categorizing the data into a hierarchy of level 1 and level 2 codes (Hubbard &
Power, 2003). I began by creating 15 to 20 level 1 codes which were self-created categories for
my data based on themes found in the first 20% of my data (Tracy, 2013). Once I had my level 1
codes, I labeled the remaining 80% of my data. Using those 15 to 20 codes, I created level 2
codes that represented the main themes and findings that emerged from the data. These level 2
codes are broader than level 1 codes as they serve to further categorize the data. I then created a
codebook (see Appendix B), that provides a list of all the codes, their definitions, and a
corresponding example from the data. For all level 2 codes I wrote memos in order to further
reflect and understand the findings and overall themes present in the data (Tracy, 2013). The
students’ Likert survey responses were analyzed using frequency counts (see Appendix C). The
survey responses were also displayed in bar graphs to further represent the data gathered (see
Figure 1). Data from the students’ open-ended survey response questions were coded along with
the interview transcriptions.
Findings
Based on my data collection and analysis, the following major themes emerged:
identification of strategies for solving math problems, math emotional response, and math within
community. The following sections are included in order to describe these key themes and their
specific importance to how the students involved in the study interacted with math. These themes
developed out of student survey responses, focus group responses, and researcher observational
notes.
Identification of Strategies for Solving Math Problems
Throughout implementation, there was an extensive amount of student actions indicating
their ability to independently identify and recall multiple strategies for solving math problems.
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This practice of vocalizing the different tools or methods available for students to use as they
solved was not a characteristic of the classroom prior to implementation of math talks. The
strategies students were able to identify as elements of mathematical processing following
implementation of math talks included games in math, technology use, reading in math, math
metacognition, and creativity. These were strategies I saw students use to solve math problems
or identified as things students need in order to solve math problems successfully.
The most cumbersome of these was students’ ability to read in order to solve math
problems. The focus group interview discussion with students who indicated they disliked math
based on their survey responses revolved around the frustrations these students feel when trying
to read story problems. Ann said, “I don’t like how every math problem has words.” To this
Alice responded by agreeing, “I don’t like math much because of the reading. I don’t like the
reading.” The students also discussed how their minds go crazy when they see all the words and
it causes headaches, and how they get tired after reading and forget what to solve. Kelly
identified this when she said, “My brain gets all these letters mixed up in my head and my head
hurts.” Each student individually indicated their enjoyment of basic facts and the process of
computing to solve problems as well as their confusion and frustration with decoding when
reading was involved. In the pre-implementation interview Cade said, “The thing about it (math),
it’s like you have to solve it and like read it too. I do like solving. I just don’t like it because it
has really tricky words and stuff.” Another student, Bob, who generally got high grades on his
math assignments said, “I mean I’m doing fine on it (assignments), but it’s just frustrating to do
it when you don’t really know what it’s saying.”
Widespread among all the data collected from students was an excitement for game
related learning. There was not an apparent preference for type or setting in regard to games, but
rather an all-encompassing joy when games were implemented for instruction. There were also
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continuously positive student remarks pertaining to the use of iPads in math. One app available
on the iPads the students particularly enjoyed, as each focus group I conducted made mention of
it, was a baseball basic facts game. This game had relatively no true element of gameplay. First,
the screen would show a basic facts problem. Next, students would type in the answer and press
go. Finally, a baseball shoots out and lands in the correct numbered mitt on a number line. This
is how students can tell if they got it correct or incorrect. It was simply basic facts flash cards on
an iPad, yet students would cheer when this was introduced as one of their math stations. Thus, I
found that by simply adding something the students enjoy such as game elements or technology
they were eager and excited to learn.
Through the comparison of pre- and post-implementation data, I observed growth in
students’ abilities to name and recognize the amount of different strategies that can be employed
in order to reach the same answer as a peer. They were exposed to the concept of creativity
within math and were allowed to draw and build freely before using that to establish their own
connections to technical math as they recognized it. This was an outcome I was hopeful for as I
simply looked for how daily implementation of math talks would affect my students.
Math Emotional Response
The emotional responses identified through student focus groups and survey responses
regarding math were greater than I had anticipated. The students in the focus group who
indicated they like math spoke of positive feelings in association with math and problem solving.
However, they were not exceedingly specific as to where those positive emotions stemmed from
and were vague in their wording of those positive emotions. Through statements such as Linda’s,
confident statement of, “I’m just curious to see who got it right... excited to see like if I got a 90
or 100 or what” I believe that the positive emotions these students indicated they feel stem from
success in mathematics. Cash stated, “I think math is fun because it’s like easy.” The students
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from the neutral and dislike of math focus groups were more specific as to what triggered a
negative emotion for them regarding math, largely in relation to reading in order to solve. Kelly
indicated her anger towards math when she said, “With the questions like I get really mad, and
my brain gets all these letters mixed up in my head, and my head starts to hurt, and I get really
mad.”
Based on the responses of all the participants, positive emotion, negative emotion, fear of
failure, cheating in math, confusion in math, and frustration/anxiety in math were all
commonalities to arise in relation to emotions felt regarding or in the practice of math. Many
students commented on their fear regarding a wrong answer. Bob said, “My brain says I can’t do
it while I try, but then like my brain like feels like it goes crazy. I feel like I get the answer
wrong, but I actually don’t.” I observed these specific emotions repeatedly along with more
general positive or negative feelings. Cade spoke about his fear when he said, “Sometimes when
I’m writing somebody is done and then they go to read, and I kind of think they got it wrong or
I’m getting it wrong.” From my observations, the students appeared to only see math as right and
wrong. They did not appear to see it as an ongoing process made up of multiple decisions.
My sub question focused on student perceptions of math. Therefore, I was thrilled with
the amount of data that arose regarding students’ feelings in relation to math. Figure 1 shows the
students’ emotional responses to the survey questions both pre- and post-implementation. There
was not a prominent difference in student responses pre- and post-implementation, but I believe
this to be due to the fact that my students did not yet make the connection of how ways in which
we learned to solve problems through math talks could be transferred to their regular math
lesson.
When students discussed mindset or their emotions in relation to working on math papers
or tests, it was by majority negative. They were less concerned with understanding and solving
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problems than they were about what the teacher or other students thought they might be doing.
When asked about solving problems differently than their peers, Bob said, “When people do it a
different way, I don’t want the teachers to blame me because they might think I gave him the
answer.” Examples of these thoughts of worry as to if a teacher or peer would think they were
cheating or that they did not get the right answer proved to be common. Alice suggested that the
teachers work all problems together with the class when she said, “You could do something that
would make us feel good that we wouldn’t have to worry about if we got the answer right or
wrong. You could give us some extra help.” I was hoping to combat this mindset in math
through implementation of math talks, but the production of a shift in student mindset was
underwhelming.

Pre-Implementation Survey
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Post-Implementation Survey
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Figure 1. Student survey responses.
Math Within Community
Student survey responses indicated a high level of preference and positive feelings
toward solving math problems with a partner. Therefore, I was aware from the beginning that the
majority of my students had an affinity towards working in pairs when solving problems. It
became increasingly clear through focus group conversations that there were many variables that
influenced students’ feelings toward math when it came to community. More specifically, I
learned these influences to be family involvement, student community, teacher involvement, and
preferred working conditions. These categories helped clarify exactly what type of community
the students were experiencing in regard to math as well as their preferences. The family
involvement element was something that had not occurred to me but was brought up frequently.
Parents working with their children outside of school time, providing incentives, or sibling
interaction regarding math were the reoccurring themes I saw in relation to family. Family
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opinion and involvement pertaining to math appeared to influence student perceptions of the
importance of math.
Preferred working conditions relates to whether students prefer working with partners,
independently, or in small groups. Some students indicated they did not like to work alone or
with a peer partner but instead with a teacher in order to receive further one-on-one instruction.
Ann said, “When someone helps me it goes like quicker and stuff… I like doing it with a grown
adult like at the teacher table.” Partner work was often mentioned positively by students.
However, some of their comments indicated they were aware of the distraction it can bring
through becoming off task or wandering from their partner to join a different pair of students.
When discussing working with a partner, Cade said, “I like doing it with a partner because like
sometimes they can usually help me find the answer, and sometimes I don’t like doing it because
they could distract me.” Cash did not have positive feelings towards working in pairs and instead
said, “It makes me feel better if I do it by myself.” Something I noticed during implementation as
an added benefit of whole group instruction, was that it provided a benefit of peer
encouragement. I noticed multiple instances of student-initiated encouragement when observing
the students interact while participating in math talks. “That’s a good idea!” was a phase
frequently overheard during whole group discussions. High fives and cheers were common
results of students successfully completing tasks involved in math talks. This was an encouraging
and beneficial practice for the classroom community in bringing students together.
One example of this was in a particular math talk activity where students were split into
assigned groups to solve for the number 20 in as many ways as possible. I assigned groups
intentionally in order to create a purposeful mix of students based on ability as well as social
tendencies. I wanted to create teams with as close to even skill levels as possible built of students
who were not normally observed working or playing together. My intent was to have a more
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focused activity in which students did not become
distracted by their peers while working together. The result
was something far more exciting. After the initial grumbles
from not being paired with best friends, the students
listened intently to instructions, as I had told them it was
going to be a competition, and they all wanted to win. The
objective was simple. The students had to work as a team
to come up with as many different equations that equaled
the number 20 as they could in five minutes. Figure 2
shows one group forming a huddle in order to keep their
Figure 2. Students working together to
solve for 20.

voices low and shield their number sentences from any
wandering eyes of other teams. The comradery I witnessed

in the midst of this activity was astounding. The students were congratulating and celebrating
each other’s ideas as they discovered new ways to solve.
The students’ perceptions of math did not show dramatic change following the
implementation of math talks. The Likert-scale survey showed the students’ opinions of math
actually decreased slightly after implementation. I believe this to be due to the broad nature of
my questions. The pre-survey was given during the concept unit of addition with regrouping, the
post-test was given during the concept unit of division following the unit on fractions greater
than a whole. The first of these concepts is relatively simple for students to grasp. The latter is
not. Therefore, I believe students responded to the survey based on their feelings towards the
concept unit we were studying at the time of the surveys as opposed to focusing on the math
talks or a broad preference toward math as a subject of study. The students did not separate their
feeling towards math from concepts. Therefore, following more difficult units, they became
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more frustrated with math time. The students enjoyed math talks as they were heavily game
based without worksheets or grades. I do not believe I did a satisfactory job connecting for the
students that the tools and mindsets they were discovering during our math talks could be used
towards their daily math lessons. I had hoped that discovery would come naturally, but this was
not the case based on the data I gathered.
In the end the list of answers that emerged from all the groups was extensive. I put all the
number sentences on the board as the students excitedly watched their work be displayed as well
as identified when other groups had created a number sentence that was the same as their group.
We ended in a discussion that concluded the students had no idea there were so many ways to
reach one answer. This type of interaction is what led me to conclude that when math talks are
implemented in a second-grade classroom, the learning community as well as open-minded
thought have a place to grow and thrive within school walls. Although the student survey
responses did not indicate a change in perception of math, I saw evidence of each student gaining
confidence in the identification of their own knowledge of mathematical concepts.
Implications for Teachers
A dislike of math is something all students seem to come programmed with as they enter
the classroom. No matter how much enthusiasm teachers provide while introducing a
mathematical concept or skill, students groan and complain about how they cannot do it. It is too
hard. The first time I experienced this phenomenon, I became intrigued. As I began to research
why students carry such a dislike of math, I noticed there was a lack of information regarding
how to combat this negative outlook. This is when I remembered Boaler’s (2015) concept of
number talks and helping students to recognize the different ways in which they can see
numbers. This concept intrigued me. I wanted to know if shifting to a focus on metacognition in
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math would result in students being less reluctant to do math. That is why metacognition became
the focus of the math talks I conducted with students.
These five to ten-minute sessions were a time to engage with math without fear of being
wrong or anxious about a grade. Students simply interacted with numbers and mathematical
concepts. First, there was an immediate student attraction to the idea of no grade involved with
the activities. All students participated because of the removal of the element of anxiety. Then
once they realized that they could all think or identify math processes in a different way from
their peers, the element of fear was also removed. This was beneficial in improving student
involvement. Students participated with the activities excitedly because they felt they were
getting to avoid part of their math lesson when they were actually engaging in mathematical
practices regardless.
The math talks were met with enthusiasm by students. I was able to get a clear quick
picture of student knowledge based on the activity while they enjoyed themselves and increased
their positive peer community. Math talks can be used to provide a formative or summative
assessment of student knowledge based on teacher preparation of the math talk in order to target
the desired skill. There is also an opportunity to benefit by using math talks as a pre-assessment
before teaching a new concept. Students gain exposure in an exciting way while the teacher is
granted the opportunity to gauge what is already known by students. This can increase
comradery among students while decreasing boredom from learning concepts they already
know.
Although the implementation did not appear to change students’ perceptions of math in a
meaningful way, I did see what happens when these math talks were implemented. There was an
increase in engagement that caused me to believe there was a decrease in mathematics related
stress and an increase in self-confidence. The students no longer ran to get their hundreds chart if
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they saw their desk mate get theirs out of fear they were missing something. They could vocalize
preferences of how to solve, or what was easiest for them without fighting about a right and
wrong way, simply acknowledging different ways of thinking and moving on. Further specific
research on math talks would need to be conducted in order to identify a cause/effect
relationship, but the findings of my study suggest that math talks are significant. In my
classroom, students appeared to experience decreased anxiety and increased ability to be
confident in their own ideas. This was accompanied by the ability to understand and
acknowledge others’ difference of thought.
These benefits would stretch far beyond the classroom and would be greatly worth five to
ten minutes of class time. If you are considering implementing math talks in your classroom, I
suggest starting by using a game for the first implementation, this way students connect math
talks to a fun experience right away. I also recommend keeping a repetitive pattern of activities
week to week. By this, I mean dedicate a specific focus to each day instead of reinventing the
wheel every week, such as Mondays becoming game days, Tuesdays are for breaking apart
numbers, Wednesdays are for building, etc. In this way, students become familiar with the
concept and can make connections week to week. It is also less overwhelming to plan for if you
can have a specific focus.
Additionally, my research has caused me to begin to ponder additional research questions
that could help to further study the implications of math talks. I now wonder how a consistent
implementation of math talks starting in kindergarten would affect student perceptions of math in
third grade compared to students who have not experienced math talks. I am curious if students
who have experienced math talks consistently from an early age experience less anxiety about
being tested. The goal of math talks is to encourage a focus on the process of math instead of
right and wrong answers. If grades were not assigned, I wonder if this focus shift would happen
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Appendix A
Pre-Implementation Survey
1. When I hear the word math I feel…

2. When I do math alone I feel…

3. When I do math with a partner I feel…

4. When my answer is different than a friend’s I feel…

5. Math is fun.

6. Math is easy.

7. Math is my favorite part of the day.

8. There are a lot of ways to do math.
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Post-Implementation Survey
1. When I hear the word math I feel…

2. When I do math alone I feel…

3. When I do math with a partner I feel…

4. When my answer is different than a friend’s I feel…

5. Math is fun.

6. Math is easy.

7. Math is my favorite part of the day.

8. There are a lot of ways to do math.

9. How have math talks changed how you think about math?
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Appendix B
Codebook
Level II Code

Level I Code

Description

Example

Student
independent
thought regarding
different ways to
solve math
problems.

You can solve it in
a t-chart, or you
can solve it on
paper, you can do
it in your head,
you can do it on
your number
thing.

Games in math

Anything related
to math in the
form of game play.

if you learned
something in
games it's easy and
so when you do it
for a long time it's
getting more
boring and you
want something
brand new and he
wants something
harder.

Technology

Learning and
practicing math
through the use of
technology.

I can like it on my
iPad that has math
questions and
math games with
more questions.

Reading in math

Acknowledgement
of the amount of
reading and
student though
regarding reading
in math.

Well I do like
solving. I just
don't like it
because it has
really tricky words
and stuff.

Identification of
strategies for
solving math
problems

Color
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Math
Thinking about
metacognition
how to solve or
different ways to
solve a math
problem.
Recognizing how
to solve.

Creativity

Math emotional
response

26
it gets mixed up
in my brain when
there's like
questions, hard
questions, I get
mixed up. It
shows me like
puzzle pieces in
my mind and
they're all
breaking apart
and when I get
the hang of it it's
just putting it
back together
slowly.

Thinking uniquely
regarding math
computation or
exploration of
concept.

Some students
counted how
many objects
they used when
building and
made addition
number
sentences,
others saw their
building seemed
to construct the
shape of a
number and
made number
sentences with
that number
always included.

Any emotional
reaction caused by
doing or thinking
about math.

But they're not
the best because
if you lose one
that can make the
whole thing be
harder because
you lose one and
you're looking for
it and you lose it
and then that
would just be that
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would be losing
school property.

Positive emotion Positive reactions
regarding math or
caused by
practicing math.

high fives when
students
discovered they
saw it the same
way as someone
else in their
class.

Negative
emotion

Negative reactions
regarding math or
caused by
practicing math.

With the
questions like I
get really mad
and my brain gets
all these letters
mixed up in my
head and my head
hurts starts to hurt
and I get really
mad.

Fear of failure

Emotion tied to
getting a wrong
answer or bad
grade.

Just be like I'm
sure that the
teacher would be
okay because we
don't know which
way she wants us
to do it.

Cheating in
math

Student concern
based on being
perceived as
cheating in math.

Confusion in
math

Student confusion
when asked to
solve math
problems.

when people do it
a different way I
don't want the
teachers to blame
me because they
might think I
gave him the
answer
With the
questions like I
get really mad
and my brain gets
all these letters
mixed up in my
head and my head
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starts to hurt and
I get really mad.

Frustration/
anxiety in math

Math within
community

Student anxiety
caused by
frustration when
solving math
problems.

Working with
others to solve
math problems.
Family
involvement

Outside influence
caused by family
involvement
regarding math.

Student
Community

Student/student
interactions
working together
to solve math
problems.

Sometimes when
I’m writing
somebody’s done
and then they go
and I kind of
think they got it
wrong or I got it
wrong.
Maybe like talk it
out with
someone?
my mom like gets
a Sharpie and
writes like the
words and stuff
the t-chart that
she's going to
write the numbers
that I had to put
in and it's like a
little book and
then when I want
to do math I can
open it and I can
figure it out
I like doing it
with a partner
because like
sometimes I like
doing it with a
partner because
they can usually
help me find
answers and
sometimes I don't
like doing it
because they
could distract me
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Teacher
involvement

Working with
teachers to solve
math problems.

You can call
groups to your
table like math
rotations.

Preferred
working
conditions

How students
specified they like
solving math
problems best.

I like doing it
with a partner
because
sometimes I like
doing it with a
partner because
they can usually
help me find
answers.
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Appendix C
Survey Scatterplot Data

Pre-Implementation Survey Responses
Number of Student Responses
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Post-Implementation Survey Responses

Number of Student Responses
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